PRODUC T INFORMATION

Naturama Premium is an all
purpose cleaning agent made
purely from plants and minerals.
Naturama Premium cleans and
protects. After killing 99.99%
of bacteria it provides a level of
protection for up to 24 hours.

Green. Natural. Powerful
Made purely from plants and minerals, Naturama Premium is totally
natural and extremely powerful, it has no negative impact on the
environment and the user’s health, unlike most other cleaning
products. Naturama is Food Safe, Halal, Vegan and Kosher.

2-in-1
Naturama Premium cleans the surface and offers protection for up
to 24 hours.

Lasting Protection
Tested and proved to continue to have an effect on the surface
bacteria level for up to 24 hours, this product can be used in
conjunction with Naturama Elite.
Unlike other cleaning products Naturama Premium will not interfere
with the natural process of Naturama Elite and will help to provide a
level of long lasting protection up to 45days.

ATP Testing
Naturama Premium regularly achieves zero scores in ATP testing, this
is testament to the immense power of the product.
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Premium Testing
Naturama Premium was tested in an

independent laboratory and achieved the
following results in a BS EN 1276 test.

Organism

Log Reduction
(Clean Conditions)

How to use

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

> 5.52

This product is READY TO USE, please do not dilute. No need

Enterococcus hirae

> 5.51

Staphylococcus aureus

< 4.03

Escherichia coli

> 5.54

to clean surface first as this product cleans and protects.
Apply to surface in Spray and Wipe Method. Leave to dry.

Where to use
Naturama Premium is a general purpose cleaning agent

that can clean all surfaces and spills, without bleaching,
staining or leaving a sticky residue.

VOC’s

Pack Sizes
Description

Case Size

Product Code

750ml Trigger Spray

6 Per Case

NATPREM750

5 Litre Container

4 Per Case

NATPREM5

20 Litre Container

1 Per Case

NATPREM20

1000 Litre IBC

1 Per Case

NATPREMIBC

Unlike nearly all cleaning products Naturama doesn’t
contain Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s). Many of

todays respiratory illnesses such as vocational asthma

can be directly attributed to VOC’s. The use of Naturama

call us: 0114 218 0679
email us: info@naturamauk.com

provides reassurance that you are limiting exposure to

these harmful air bound chemicals, therefore taking steps
to safeguard the health of others.

naturamauk.com

